C-DMS59-2DVID

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DMS59 Male to Dual DVI D Female Y Cable, 260mm Length

FEATURES

• T.M.D.S. Link
• Transition Minimized Differential Signaling
• Serial Digital Data Transmission
• An encoding algorithm
• 8-bits of data = 10 bit transition mimized, DC balanced character
• DVI Standard Compatibility
• VESA P&D and Compaq DFP Standards are T.M.D.S.-based
• Same signaling protocol as DVI
• Same electrical interface
• Can inter-operate by using a connector adapter
• Currently shipping T.M.D.S. products are DVI compatible

SPECIFICATIONS

• DVI-D(24+1) MALE TO 2*DVI-D(24+5) FEMALE Splitter Cable